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INTRALOT Among the Top 10
Most Attractive Employer Brand Winners
INTRALOT featured as one of the best companies to work for in Greece according to the
international annual research of Randstad Employer Brand in 2020
June 12th, 2020
INTRALOT is pleased to announce that has been featured as one of the Top 10 most attractive Employer
Brands in Greece according to the international annual research Randstad’s Employer Brand (REBR) 2020
conducted for a third year in a row. The Top 10 companies are among the 150 largest companies in Greece,
that maintain a strong employer image and at the same time offer an inspiring working environment,
keeping their workforce satisfied.
REBR is an independent survey with nearly 185,000 participants and 6,136 companies, in 33 countries and
focuses on the top largest ones – in terms of the number of people employed. Optimizing over 20 years of
successful employer branding insights, REBR measures public opinion regarding the most attractive
workplaces and reveals the top criteria of candidates during their search for a job.
“We are honored to be recognized as one of the best companies to work for,” said Dr. Chris Dimitriadis,
INTRALOT Group CEO. “This recognition is made possible by our most valued ambassadors, INTRALOT
employees, and our focus on cutting-edge technology in our product ecosystem that drive our business
innovation. Our commitment to a fair and collaborative environment creates a culture where everyone feels
they have an equal opportunity to belong, succeed, and build a career.”
Operating in over 44 markets worldwide, we enable our people to seek for international career opportunities
and develop professional capabilities while exploring new cultural environments. It is worth mentioning that
in 2019, in the areas of our employees’ professional advancement and personal development, 10% of our
people at HQ took a step up in their career, while 102 training programs and more than 3.300 training hours
have been provided to leverage their talents.

About INTRALOT
INTRALOT, a public listed company established in 1992, is a leading gaming solutions supplier and operator active in 44 regulated jurisdictions
around the globe. With €0.7 billion turnover and a global workforce of approximately 3,800 employees (2,200 of which in subsidiaries and
1,600 in associates) in 2019, INTRALOT is an innovation - driven corporation focusing its product development on the customer experience.
The company is uniquely positioned to offer to lottery and gaming organizations across geographies market-tested solutions and retail
operational expertise. The company has designed a new ecosystem of holistic omni-channel solutions across verticals (Lottery, Betting,
Interactive, VLT) for Lotteries digital transformation. INTRALOT has been awarded the prestigious WLA Responsible Gaming Framework
Certification by the World Lottery Association (WLA) and the WLA certificate for the Security Control standard.
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